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Open books and h -cobordisms

Jean-Claude Hausmann

Let (Wn+1, M, N) be an h-cobordism between the closed manifolds M and N.

Suppose that M is given with an open book décomposition with page V and

monodromy a (see section 2 for the définition). If n^5 and if the Whitehead
torsion t°(W, M)eWh(M) is in the image of Wh(dV)-* Wh(M), our main resuit
(Theorem 3.1) provides an open book décomposition for the manifold N, whose

page T and monodromy /3 are closely related to V and a. (In fact, one has

int V~int T). Although this resemblance between the two open book décomposition,

the manifold N has, in gênerai, not the simple homotopy type of an open
book with page homeomorphic to V (Theorem 6.3).

It has been proven that any closed odd dimensional manifold Mn (n^5) has

an open book décomposition with page V satisfying 7r1(V) 7r1(M). For such an

open book décomposition, any h-cobordism will satisfy the hypothesis of our
theorem, which can thus be applied, in theory, to any h-cobordism over any
closed odd dimensional manifold.

Our other main results concern the set /cat(M) of torsions of CAT-inertial
h-cobordisms from M, when the manifold M is an open book. (An h-cobordism
(W,M,N) is CAT-inertial if N is CAT-homeomorphic to M; CAT-DIFF or
PL). This is done in Section 5. The results are the most complète when M is a

stable open book (définition in Section 2). In this case, ICat(M) is strongly related
to the set ECAT(V) of torsion of CAT-tangential self-homotopy équivalences of V
V is the page of the stable open book M). Some aspects of this relationship hâve

already been noticed in [La 1 and 2], [H-L], and [Ha 1].

We apply thèse results in Section 6 to perform concrète computations on
ICAT(LpqxS2k), where L3pq is the 3-dimensional lens space and S2k is the
standard sphère. Among the interesting examples are two manifolds M and N
which are fi-cobordant but such that JCAT(M)^{0} and ICAt(^O W- We also

construct examples where aeICAT(M) but -cr<£ ICAT(M).
Section 1 contains the gênerai définitions used throughout this paper. Section

2 is devoted to definining open books and proving the basic facts we need about
them. Although this paper is practically self-contained with regard to techniques
involving open books, we would like to mention Références [Wi], [Qu] and [La 3].
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In thèse papers, the problem of findmg an open book décomposition on a

given manifold of high dimension îs solved In addition the reader will find there
several histoncal remarks about open books and the rôle they play m the theory
of manifolds Concerning the Whitehead torsion and h-cobordism théories, we
assume that the reader h as some familianty with them Références are [Co], [Mi
2] and [Ke]

The abbreviation CAT stands for PL or DIFF smooth C°°) Stnctly speak-

îng, the arguments we give work for CAT PL We leave to the reader the
standard adjustments needed to obtain vahd proofs in the smooth category Most
of our results are hkely to be true for topological manifolds as well

1. Définitions and notations

(1 1) As was said in the introduction, the abbreviation CAT means "PL or
DIFF" where "DIFF" îs used for "smooth C°°" The notation M^CATN stands

for M îs CAT-homeomorphic to N
(1 2) BCAT îs the classifying space BO if CAT- DIFF or BPL if CAT PL
(13) If V îs a manifold, dV dénotes îts boundary If a CAT-manifold M

bounds CAT-manifolds A and B, we dénote by A UdB the manifold constructed
by gluing A to B along their common boundary M, with the îdentity of M as

gluing map
(1 4) If K îs a connected finite complex, we dénote by Wh (K) the Whitehead

group Wh (ir^K)) ([Co, Chapter III] or [Mi 2]) This coïncides with the géométrie
définition of Wh (K) [Co, Chapter II, §6] The abehan group Wh (K) has a

Z[Z2]-module structure generated by the involution a —» â [Mi 2, p 373]
(1 5) If V îs a compact CAT-manifold, Wh(V) must be understood as the

abehan group Wh (tt,( V)) endowed with the Z[Z2]-module structure for which we
take into account the orientation character cov 7r1(Vr)—»Z2 in the définition of
the involution <x -> â [Mi 2, p 398]

(16) As in [Mi 2], the torsion r(/) of a homotopy équivalence / X-* Y îs

measured in Wh(Y) We also use the "source torsion" /#1(r(/))GWh(X) which

simplifies the exposition in places and îs denoted by r°(/) A homotopy équivalence

îs simple if t(/) 0 (or equivalently t°(/) 0) Recall the composition

formulas forX-^-»Y-^Z

T(g°/)=g*(T(/))+T(g)
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(1.7) Let X be a subcomplex of a finite complex Y. We dénote by
iXtY:Wh(X) -* Wh(Y) the homomorphism induced by the inclusion Xc Y. If this
inclusion is a homotopy équivalence, we dénote by r(Y; X)eWh(Y) its torsion,
and t°(Y, X)= î^y(t(Y; X))eWh(X).

(1.8) A cobordism (W^A^iV) (i.e. a compact CAT-manifold with
dW M{JdN) is called an h -cobordism if both inclusions M<^W and Ne W are
homotopy équivalence. An s-cobordism is an h-cobordism with t( W, M) 0 (and
consequently with t( W, N) 0 by the duality formula [Mi 2, p. 395]). If n s* 5, the
s-cobordism theorem ([Ke] for CAT= DIFF, [Hn] for CAT PL) asserts that any
CAT-homeomorphism h:MxO\jdMxI->MUdMxIczdW extends to a CAT-
homeomorphism H:MxI->W.

(1.9) Let V be a compact CAT-manifold. Define AutCAT(V rel dV) as the

group of CAT-homeomorphisms a : V—» V such that the restriction of a to a

neighborhood of dV is the identity. The group structure is given by composition
of automorphisms. We dénote by AutcAT(Vrel dV) the group of concordance
classes of éléments of AutCAT(Vrel dV) (the concordances are relative to dV). If
a e AutCAT(VreldV), we dénote by ac its class in Aut^AT^ reldV).

2. Open books: définitions and basic facts

(2.1) Let V be a compact CAT-manifold of dimension n - 1 with d V^ 0. Let
a e AutCAT(V,reldV) (Définition (1.9)). Let Ma be the mapping torus of a, i.e.

dtec Vx[-1, l]/(x, -l) (a(x), 1). The boundary dMa admits a natural identification

with dVx S1. The open book OB(V, a) with page V and monodromy a is

the closed CAT-manifold of dimension n defined by:

To complète the terminology, dV is called the binding and int V the detached

page of the open book. Observe that a \ int V is a CAT-automorphism of int V
with compact support.

(2.2) Let I [0,1]. One has a canonical inclusion VxJcOB(V,a) which
gives a décomposition OB(V, a)= Vx/Ud W where W is the image of
Vx[O,-l]uaVxD2 in OB(V, a). Clearly, (W, VxO, Vxl) is an s-cobordism.

(2.3) LEMMA. Let a and 0 e Autc^V""1 reldV), (n>5). Then OB(V,a)
and OB(V, |3) are s-cqbordant relative Vxl if and only if ac (3e in
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Proof. Let y:Vx/-^Vx/bea CAT-concordance relative dV from a to /3.

Then the manifold R=My[JdVxIxD2 is an s-cobordism relVxJ from
OB(V, a) to OB(V, /3). Conversely, any such s-cobordism can be realized in this

way, using the s-cobordism theorem.
(2.4) For a closed CAT-manifold Mn, a CAT-homeomorphism h : OB( V, a) -»

M is called an open book décomposition of M. Two open books décomposition
ht :OB(V, at)->M (i ~ 0, 1) with page V are called concordant if there is an
s-cobordism (R,OB(V,a0), OB(V, at)) relative to Vxl and a CAT-
homeomorphism H:(K, OB(V, a0), OB(V, a1))->(MxJ,Mx0,Mxl) such that
H|OB(V, at)=hr By (2.3), this implies that «S aï in Aut^AT(V, rel dV).

(2.5) Let h :OB(V, a)—>M be an open book décomposition. The restriction
of h to V x I defines a CAT-embedding jx : V x / -» M such that
(M-intjLi(VxI), jll(VxO), fi(Vxl)) is an s-cobordism. On the other hand, if
jx : V x I -> M is such an embedding, then jul|VxO:VxO->M extends to a

CAT-homeomorphism fl : Vx[0, -l]-»M-int jul(Vx I) and jliUjûl essentially
provides an open book décomposition fr :OB(V, a)—»M where a is defined by
(a(x),l) ^i'1(il(x;-l)). Concordant open book décompositions give rise to
concordant embeddings and conversely. This proves the following lemma.

LEMMA. There is a bijection (given above) between concordance classes of
open book décompositions with page V on a CAT-manifold Mn (n^6) and
concordance classes of CAT-embeddings ju, : V x I —» M such that
(M-int jul(VxI), jul(VxO), jx(VxI)) is an s-cobordism.

In order to simplify our notations we usually identify Vxl with jul(VxJ).
Thus, an open book décomposition of Mn is viewed as a décomposition M
VxIUW where (W, VxO, Vxl) is an s-cobordism. The use of this point of
view can be seen at once '

<? the proof of the following proposition.

(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let Mn (n>7) be a closed CAT-manifold which has

an open book décomposition with page V. Suppose that the homomorphism
TT\(dV)—>tt1(V) induced by the inclusion is an isomorphism. Then, any manifold
Nn is the same simple homotopy type as M has an open book décomposition with

page T, where T (respectively dT) has the same simple homotopy type as V
(respectively dV).

Proof. Let f:N->M be a simple homotopy équivalence. Using (2.5), write
M=Vx/uaW, where (W, VxO, Vxl) is an s-cobordism. By Van Kampen
Theorem, the condition ir1(aV)^7r1(V) implies that the homomorphisms
7r1(a(VxJ))-^7r1(Vx I) and tt^Vx!))-» tt^W) are isomorphisms. By [Wa 2,
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Theorem 12.1], there is a décomposition N= L/0U L^ and / is homotopic to g,

where g is a simple homotopy équivalence of 4-ads:

g:(iV;l/o,l/1,dt/1)->(M; Vx/, W,3W).

Now dW=d(VxI)~ VUaV. Using [Wa 2, Theorem 12.1] again we get a

décomposition dl/0= T0UdT1 and g | ai/0 is homotopic to a simple équivalence g'
of 4-ads:

g':(dUo;TO9Tl9dTo)^(d(VxI)9Vx09Vxl9d(Vx0)).

By the homotopy extension property, g' can be extended to a map from N to
M having the same properties as g. The cobordisms (Uo, To, Tt) and (Uu To, Tt)
are then s-cobordism so we can identify one of them with Tox/. The resuit now
follows from (2.5).

(2.7) If h:V-+V is a CAT-homeomorphism, then hxid:VxI-+V'xI
extends to a CAT-homeomorphism H:OB(V, a)->OB(V, h • a • h"1).

(2.8) An open book L OB(V, a) is called a stab/e open boofc if Vnl has a

handle décomposition with handles of index <(n/2)— 1. We write M
SOB(V,a).

If M SOB(V, a), then Tr^aV) tt^V) and so, by Proposition 2.6, a manifold
of the same simple homotopy type as a stable open book is a stable open book.
This is not true if we replace "simple homotopy type" by "homotopy type" [Ha
2], so the two words "simple" cannot be crossed out in Proposition 2.6. Stable

open books play an important rôle in the understanding of manifolds without
middle dimensional handles [Ha 2]. The problem of the existence and classification

of stable open book structures on a manifold will be solved in this forthcom-
ing paper [Ha 2].

3. Open book décomposition for manifolds /t-cobordant to OB(V9ct)

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1 below and to some of its
applications. We first need some définitions:

Let Vn be a CAT-manifold, with dVf 0. Let ae Wh(dV). A cr-enlargement of
V is a manifold V^ such that Vciint V^ and U=V<r — intV is an h-cobordism
from dV to aV^ with r°(U,dV) a.

For any o--enlargement V^ of V, one has a map eiV^): AutCAT(Vrel dV)—>

AutCAT( V^ rel a VJ deflned by

l
a ^ V
ia elsewhere.
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Clearly eiV^) is a monomorphism of groups It mduces a homomorphism
ec(VJ AutJ:AT(VreiaV)-^Aut^AT(VCTrelaVtr) As V^-V îs contained in a

collar along dV^, the homomorphism ec(Vo.) îs an isomorphism

(3 1) THEOREM Let Mn OB(V,a) with n>5 Let (R, M, M') be an h-
cobordism with t(R, M)= ^vm!01") f°r o-eWh(dV) Then, for any cr-enlargement
VÇT of V, the manifold M' has an open book décomposition

Proof Let M Ma UadVx D2 be our open book décomposition Let V^ be a

cr-enlargement of V and wnte W= VfT-int V The fi-cobordism (R, M, M') with
r°(JR, M) favivfC*7) 1S homeomorphic relative toM toMxI LUvxd2 WxD In-
deed, one checks by excision [Co, (20 3)] that the torsion of the latter îs iôVM(g)
Thus M'-IX Uavxs' WxS^Uvxs'^xD2 Clearly laUaVxSlWxS'
MeiVKa)9 thus M'-OB(V<ne(VJ(a))

(3 2) COROLLARY Let Mn-OB(V,a) with n>l and idVM
Wh(M) surjectwe Then any manifold M' which is h-cobordant to M admits an

open book décomposition M' — OB(T, (3) with int T CAT-homeomorphic to int V

Proof This is a direct conséquence of (3 1) together with the fact that
h -cobordisms are charactenzed by their torsions [Mi 2, Theorem 113] and that V
and V^ hâve CAT-homeomorphic interior (an h-cobordism (U,P,Q) satisfles

x[0,œ), [Ke,p 41])

(3 3) Remarks The homomorphism idVM Js surjective in the following situations

(1) idVV Wh(dV)-> Wh(V) is surjective and Tr1(a)=id Indeed, one has

7r1(M) 7r1(V)xiTi(a)(t)/{r- 1} So, if 7r,(a) id, one has tt^V)- tt^M)
(2) Tr^aV) -> ttx(V) is surjective and idVV is surjective Indeed, as a \ dV îd,

the surjectivity of ir^dV)-* irx(V) implies irx(a) id and we are in Case 1)

(3) 7r1(dV)-^7r1(V) is split surjective So we are in Case 2)

(4) y= y()x I This is a particular case of Case 3), since the inclusion Voc:

d(VoxI)a Voxl makes TT1(dV)-*ir1(V) split surjective
(5) Another interesting situation for which idVV is surjective is when tt^V) is

a finite group and Im(ir1(5V)->'7r1(V)) contains a conjugate of any maximal

hyperelementary subgroup H of tt^V) such that Wh(H)^0 (see [St]) Example
is the alternating group A5 and ir^dV) is the dihedral group D10
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(3.4) COROLLARY. Let Vnl be a compact CAT-manifold with n>5 and

dVf 0. Let vx and a2e Wh(aV) be such thaï îav,v(o-i) W,vO2) in Wh(V). Then,
for any a.-enlargement V^ of V and any a e AutCAT( V rel d V) one has a
CAT-homeomorphism :

OB(Vai, e(VJ(a))^CATOB(V^ e(Vj(a)).

Proof. Let M OB(V, a) and let (R, M, M') be an h-cobordism with
ro(R,M)=idV,M(cT1)=idV,M(cT2). Then, by (4.1), OB(VfTi; e(V(Ti)(a))-CATM for

(3.5) Remark. The condition iôv,v(o"i)= îav,v(o") m (4.6) does not imply in
gênerai that V^— CAT VCT2 (dV^ could be not homeomorphic to dV^).

4. Pre-open book décompositions

The material of this section will be used in Section 5. It plays also an

important rôle in the classification of manifolds without middle dimensional

handles [Ha 2].
Let Vn~l be a compact CAT-manifold with dV^0. Let Mn be a closed

manifold.

(4.1) DEFINITION. A décomposition M^VxlUdW is a pre-openbook
décomposition of M if (W, VxO, Vx 1) is an h-cobordism.

By (2.5), an open book décomposition of M is a pre-open book décomposition.

Let M= Vx/uaWbea pre-open book décomposition. Let o-eWh(dV) and
let VCT be a o-enlargement (Définition in §3). i.e. Va VU[/ where ([/, dV, dVJ
is an h-cobordism with r°(U, dV) — a. Choose an embedding of Ux I into a collar
of dVxI in W. This gives a décomposition M=Vo.x/uWo. where Wcr

(4.2) LEMMA. M V^x/U W^ is a pre-open book décomposition.

Proof. For / 0, 1, one has the following diagram of inclusions:

Vx{î} -IL,
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As jl9 j2 and j4 are homotopy équivalences, so is /3, which implies the lemma.
The torsions t(W, VxO) and r(WCT, V^xO) are related by the following main

formula:

(4.3) PROPOSITION.

Proof. First fix some notation. Let XcYcZ be inclusions between finite
subcomplexes of a complex N. If X c y and Y c Z are homotopy équivalences,
we define

rN(Y, X) iV.n(t( Y; X)) e Wh(N).

The composition formula implies that

tn(Z, X) tn( Y; X) + rN(Z, Y)

so rN behaves as a homomorphism.
The main formula is now équivalent to

since (-l)n T(l/,dV) T(Dr,ôVOP) by the duality formula [Mi 2, p. 394]. The
commutativity of the diagram in the proof of (4.1) and the fact that tw is a

homorphism for the composition of inclusions between subspaces of W give:

r^W^, Vctx0) t(W, VxO)-tw(V<t, V)-tw(W, WJ.

By the excision principle for Whitehead torsion [Co, (20.3)], one has rw( V^, V)
Tw(l/,aV) and tw(W, Wct)-tw(L/xJ,Z) for Z d(UxI)-int (dVxI). The

commutativity of the following diagram

implies that rw(UxI, Z) -rw(Z, l/x 1 uaVff x/). By excision again,

tw(Z, UrxluaVorxI) Tw(L/x0, aV^xO). This proves our formula.
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5. Inertial h -cobordisms for openbooks

An h-cobordisms (W, M, N) is called CAT-inertial (or just "inertial") if M is

CAT-homeomorphic to N. Define ICAT(M) ci Wh(M) as the set of torsions
r°(W, M) of CAT-inertial h-cobordisms (W, M, N). In this section we study the
set /CAT(M) when M is an open book. We need some définitions:

A homotopy équivalence f:An—>Bn between CAT-manifolds is called CAT-
tangential (or, by abuse of language, just "tangential") if there is an isomorphism
of stable vector bundles over A between TSA and /*(TSB), where Ts dénotes the
stable tangent bundle. It is équivalent to say that / commutes up to homotopy
with the classifying maps for TSA and TSB:

TSB

BCAT

Thus, a homotopy inverse of a tangential homotopy équivalence is a tangential
homotopy équivalence.

Let Kbea finite complex and let V be a compact CAT-manifold. The torsions
T°(/)eWh(K) of self-homotopy équivalences f:K-*K form a subset of Wh(K)
which is denoted by E°(K). The set E£AT(V) is the set of torsions T°(/)eWh(V)
of CAT-tangential self-homotopy équivalences f:V->V. One has Ecat(V)c:
E°(V) and E°(K)^E°CAT(Vn(K)) for Vn(K) a regular neighborhood of an

embedding of K in Rn. (If V is parallelizable, then E°(V) ££AT(V).) The
corresponding sets for t(/) are denoted by E(K) and HCat(^0-

For a subset X of Wh(V), we define -X {aeWh(V) | -aeX} and X
{a g Wh(V) | &eX}. The précise relationship between Ecat(^) &nd ECat(^) is as

follows:

(5.1) LEMMA. For any compact CAT-manifold V or finite complex K, one
has:

and

(5.2) Remark. In gênerai, E£AT(V)^ECAT(V) and E°(K)^E(K), see (6.2).

Proof. Let f:K-^K be a self homotopy équivalence and <p:K->K be a
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homotopy inverse of / One has

whence -E°(K)c:E(K) and also -E(K)aE0(K) Thus E°(K) -E(K) The
same argument holds for JE£AT(V) and ECAT(V), since a homotopy inverse of a

tangential homotopy équivalence îs a tangential homotopy équivalence
Let Sn(Wh(V)) dénote the subgroup of Wh(V) constituted by the éléments cr

with or (~l)nâ (n-symmetnc éléments of Wh(V)) For ae Wh(V) we dénote by
[cr]n îts image in Wh(V)/Sn(Wh(V)) When XcWh(V), we dénote by [X]n the
set {[cr]n |o-eX}c=Wh(V)/Sn(Wh(V)) For instance, [Wh(V)]n Wh(V)/
Sn(Wh(V))

(5 3) PROPOSITION Let Mn SOB(V, a) with n>5 and let (Rn+\ M, M')
be an h-cobordism If M is CAT-homeomorphic to SOB( V, j(3) for some 0, then

M)]n e[iVM(E^AT(V))]n n[IvM(E«AT(V))]n

Proof A stable open book satisfies 7r1(dV)~7r1(V)=^7T1(M) Let a
Ivm(t°(R, M))eWh(V) Let M^Vx/UôW be the open book décomposition
under considération viewed as in (2 5)

By the charactenzation of h-cobordisms by their torsion [Mi 2, Theorem 11 3J

and the sum theorem for Whitehead torsion [Co, 23 1], R is CAT-homeomorphic
to VxIxluRo, where VxIxinR0 d(VxI)xI and (Ro, W, W) is an h-
cobordism with t(jR0, W)= W^M Hence M'^VxlUdW is a pre-open book

décomposition (see §4) Let p R0-^W'bea déformation retraction
We want to compute v t(W, VxOx 1) Identifying V with VxOxO or

VxOx 1 (both inclusions are isotopic in Ro), one gets the following équation in
Wh(R0)

whence

ïwr(v) t(R0,W)-t(R0, W)

As p*° iw Ro= ïdwh^), and p*° iVr< *vw, we get

ir+1iVw(^) (1)
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Now use the fact that M' — SOB(V, j3) which corresponds to M'
(VxI)0UW0 Observe that W has the homotopy type of V and ir^dW')-
tt^W) Therefore, the classical procédure for ehminatmg handles [Ke] implies
that W has a handlebody décomposition with handles of index =^(n/2)-l By
gênerai position and unicity of regular neighborhoods, one can move the
décomposition M' V x I u W" by an ambiant isotopy so that

Vx0cmt(Vx0)o and (Vx J)o= Vx /U UxI

where l/ (VxO)0-int (VxO) By connexity of the inclusions VxIczM' and

(Vx^qCzM', the inclusion / Vx0c (Vx 0)0 îs a homotopy équivalence, which îs

CAT-tangential since / îs a CAT-embeddmg Thus t] t°(j)€E£at(V) Also, as

7r1(aV)s7r1(V), the région 1/ îs an ft-cobordism By excision [Co, (23 1)], one has

idvv(i) T°(U,d(Vx0)), so (Vx0)o îs an ïavV(Tï)-enlargement of VxO As
t(W0, (VxO)0) 0, the main formula (4 3) together with formula (1) gives

i) (1)

As iVM îs an îsomorphism, this leads us to

o=<r+(-ir+iâ-T,+(-irij (2)

From formula (2) one deduces

o--rî (-l)n(â-rî) (3)

(-l)n+1â-T, -a-(-l)nrj (4)

Formula (3) implies that [o-]n [r]]n One checks m both cases (n odd and

even) that formula (4) makes [<j]n [T?]n As T)eE£AT(V), Proposition (5 3) îs

proved
Let EmCAT(V) be the set of torsions r(F) e Wh(V) for which F V-* V îs a

homotopy équivalence which îs a CAT-embedding of V into mt V Dénote by
Em?;AT(V) the set of torsions r°(F) g Wh(V) for such maps F If F îs such an

embeddmg, then V= F(V)U U where (17, F(dV), dV) îs an h-cobordism Gluing
to V an h-cobordism ([/', dV, Z) inverse to U, one checks that F has a homotopy
inverse 3> which îs also a CAT-embedding of V —» int V Therefore, as m Lemma
(5 1), one proves that Em£AT(V) -EmCAT(V)

(5 4) PROPOSITION Let Mn OB( V, îd) with n > 5 Then

T(Vx D2) U (-ir+1Err£AT( Vx D2)]a ICAT(M)
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Proof. Let (reEm^AT(VxD2) and let F: VxD2-+int (VxD2) be a CAT-
embedding which is a homotopy équivalence with r(F) -a. Recall that M
d(VxD2) and that the Van-Kampen Theorem applied to the décomposition
M= Vx/UaVxI implies that tt^M)-» tt^VxD2) is an isomorphism. There-
fore, the fact that a e ICAT(M) and (-l)n+1âeICAT(M) cornes from Lemma (5.5)
and (5.6) below.

(5.5) LEMMA. Let Tm be a compact CAT-manifold with m >6 and
rx(T) an isomorphism. Let F:T—»intT be a CAT-embedding which is a
homotopy équivalence with t(F) idTT(cr), for aeWh(dT). Then any (-<x)-
enlargement of T is CAT-homeomorphic to T. (In conséquence, -cr e ICAT(dT).)

Proof. Write Z F(dT) and U= T-int F(T). As -^(dT)-tt^T), the cobor-
dism (U,dT, Z) is an h-cobordism. Let (U\ dT, Z') be an inverse h-cobordism for
U, i.e. ([/UU',Z)-cat(ZxI,ZxO). Define N=TUdTUf.

The excision principle [Co, (20.3)] gives

TN(N, T)

(see proof of (4.3) for the définition of tn), and

rN(L7, Z) rN(T, F(T)) ît,n(t(F)).

One also has

rN(U\ dT) -f rN((7, Z) rN(UU U\ Z) - 0

whence rN(U\ dT) ~iTN(r(F)). Thus t°(1/', dT) -a. By construction, N is a

(-o-)-enlargement of T and is CAT-homeomorphic to T. As any two (~cr)-
enlargements of T are CAT-homeomorphic, this proves Lemma (5.5).

(5.6) LEMMA. Let Mn be a compact manifold with n>5. Then

(-l)n+1ICAT(M)

Proof. Let tjgJcat(M). Let (W, M, N) and (W,M,N) be h-cobordisms with
T°(W,Af) o- and t°(W, M) (-l)n+1â. One checks that (WUMW,N,N) is an

s-cobordism (use excision [Co, (23.1)] and the duality formula [Mi, p. 394]).

Therefore N-N and N-M by hypothesis. Thus (-l)n+1ICAT(M)c ICAT(M). The
reverse inclusion is obtained by symmetry.

Observe that Em°CAT(VxD2)a E°CAT(VxD2) E£AT(V). If V has a handle

décomposition with handles of index <n/2, then 2
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Indeed, VxD2 is then a stable thickening [Wa 1, §5] and the proof of Proposition
5.1 of [Wa 1] shows that a CAT-tangential homotopy équivalence /:VxD2^
VxD2 is homotopic to a CAT-embedding. Therefore, Propositions (5.3) and

(5.4) imply the following theorem:

(5.7) THEOREM. Let Mn SOB(V, id) with n^5. Then

Moreover, if n 2k, then

(5.8) Remark. Theorem (5.7) is of spécial interest when Sn(Wh(M)) is small.
For instance, if n 2k + l, ir^M) is finite abelian and o)1(M) 0, Sn(Wh(M)) is

the subgroup of Wh(M) of the éléments of order 2. Also, if x x and Wh(Af) has

no 2-torsion, then Theorem (5.7) says that ICAT(M) îv,m(£cat( V)) (n 2k + 1).

This happens in the following cases:

(1) M is orientable, tt^M) is finite abelian with cyclic 2-torsion.
(2) M orientable, ir^M) is a dihedral group, or an alternating group Ar (r<6)

or the binary icosaedral group [St].
In our applications we shall use the following corollary of Theorem (5.7):

(5.9) COROLLARY. Let Nn be a closed CAT-manifold. Ifk^nandn + k^
5, one has

UcatOVx Sk)]n+k [E°CAT(N)]n+k

In particular, if N is parallelizable, one has [ICat(N x Sk)]n+k [E°(N)]n+k.

Proof. As NxSk SOB(NxDk\ id), this follows from Theorem (5.7).

Finally, as a conséquence of the techniques of this section, we hâve the

following resuit:

(5.10) PROPOSITION. Let MJ and Mnx be two closed CAT-manifolds, and let
k be an integer >n + 2. Suppose that Sn+k(Wh(M)) 0. Then MoxSk is CAT-
homeomorphic to Mx x Sk if and only if Mo and Mj hâve the same CAT-tangential
simple homotopy type.

Proof. Write V, M, x Dk\ so MxSk SOB( V,, id) if k > n + 2. Let
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h Mox Sk —> Mj x Sk be a CAT-homeomorphism By the gênerai position and

connectivity arguments of the proof of (5 3), one may assume that fi(Vox/)c
mt(VAxI) and that ho= h\VQxI is a tangential homotopy équivalence from
Vo x / to Vx x I

Let F h0 x id V() x / x I -> Vx x I x /) As in the proof of Lemma (5 S), this
embedding F gives nse to an h-cobordism (W, M1xSk, Z) with to(W,M)
-*M,M2xsk(T(F)) and Z^CATF(MoxSic)^CATMoxSk Thus W is an mertial
cobordism and by Proposition (6 3), -t(F)g JEcat(^i) Let <p M2—> M, be a

CAT-tangential homotopy équivalence such that t°(<p) -t(F) Then

r(<p F) r(<p) + <p*(r(F)) T(<p) - <P*(t°(<p)) 0

Hence <p ° F Mo —> Ma is a CAT-tangential simple homotopy équivalence
To prove the converse, observe that a CAT-tangential homotopy équivalence

/ Mi)->Ml produces a CAT-embedding F MoxDk+x -> MxxDk+l for k + l>
n + 1 If F is a simple homotopy équivalence, the manifold MlxDk+1-
înt F(MoxDk+1) is an s-cobordism from F(MQxSk) to MtxSk The resuit
follows from the s-cobordism theorem

(5 11) Remark As we hâve just seen, M()x Sk and Ml x Sk are h-cobordant if
Mo and Mt hâve the same tangential homotopy type and k > rc But, under the

assumptions of Proposition (5 10), Mo and Mt need to hâve the same simple

tangential homotopy type in order for Mox Sk and Mx x Sk to be homeomorphic
This generalizes the technique of [Mi 1] to get non-inertial h-cobordisms

6. Applications and examples

Let Lpq be the 3-dimensional lens space for p prime ^2 as ît is defined
classically [Co, §27] Its fundamental group is Cp, the cyclic of order p with
generator t Let Sn dénote the standard sphère

(6 1) THEOREM For 2k ^6 and CAT^DIFF or PL, one has

(1) ICAT(Lpq x S2k) is either {0} or {0, a} for some a g Wh(Lpq)
(2) ICAT(LPQxS2k) {0} if p-3(mod4)
(3) ICAT(LplxS2k)^{0} if p-l(mod4)
Proof As Lpq is parallelizable, one has [/cat(^P(, xS2k)]2k+3 [E°(LPQ)]2k+3

by Theorem (5 7) But^dCWhCLp^^^O by [Ba, (4 2)] Thus IcatU^ xS2k)
£°(Lpq) and ît suffices to prove 1), 2) and 3) for J5°(Lpq)
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The set of homotopy classes of self-homotopy équivalence of Lp q
is a finite set

which is in bijection with {aeN\O<a<p and a2 ±1 mod p} [Co, (29.6)]. The
bijection sends /:L^ -» L^q to a(f) such that tt1(/)(0 ra(f).

If a(/) ±l, the homomorphism Wh(/) is the identity (it sends x-^x or
x -> Je, but x x [Ba, Proposition 4.2]). This implies that the set {t(/) | a(f) ±1}
is a subgroup of Wh(Lpq). But any finite subgroup of Wh(Lpq) is trivial [Ba,
Proposition 4.2]. Thus t(/) 0 if a(f) ±l, which proves Point 2).

If -l fo2 modp, for 0<b<p, write /+, f_\LPt€L—*LPt€k the self-homotopy
équivalence with a(/±) ±b. Then a(/+ • /_) 1 and a(/+ •/+) -1. Thus:

which implies t(/+) r(/_). Point 1) is thus proved.
Point (3) is proved using the spécial torsion A(Lpl)eQCp defined in [Mi 2,

§13]. One has A(Lpl) (t-l)2. Let /:Lpl—»Lpa a self-homotopy équivalence
with a(f) b^±l. One checks easily that there is no integer k satisfying

This implies that r(/)^0 by [Mi 2, Lemma 12.5].

(6.2) Remark. As Wh(Lpq) has no torsion, it follows that /Cat(^,ix S2k) is

not a subgroup of Wh(Lpq). Also, if 0^ creICAT(Lpq x S2k), then
x S2k). Also

(6.3) THEOREM. Lef M-SOB(V,a), with V LPM xD2k~\ k^3. Then.
contains at most 2 éléments. If (W, M, N) is an h-cobordism wiih

t°(W, M)^IACT(M), then N has not the same simple homotopy type as an open
book with page homeomorphic to V.

Proof. By Proposition 5.3 and the fact that SoddWh(Lpq) 0 [Ba, Proposition
4.2], one has JCAT(M)c:E0(Lpq). The first assertion thus follows from (6.1) and
its proof. For the last affirmation, let us suppose that N has the same simple
homotopy type as OB(V, /3). By Proposition (2.6) N is CAT-homeomorphic to
OB(T, 7) with (T;dT) of the same simple homotopy type as (V;dV). Observe
that [Lp q ; BCAT] {constant map}, by obstruction theory and the fact that
tt^BCAT) Z2 for i <2 and tt3(BCAT) 0. Therefore, T is a trivial thickening of
Lpq [Wa 1, Proposition 5.1] and is homeomorphic to V. Thus M^SOB(V, 7)
and, by Proposition (5.3) and the discussion above concerning Sodd(Wh(Lpq)), one
has r°(W, M) e £^(1^) ICat(M).
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(6.4) Remark. Theorem (6.3) contrasts with Corollary (3.2), which asserts that
M' has an open book décomposition with detached page int V. This shows that
the data of the detached page and the restriction of the monodromy to it does not
even détermine the simple homotopy type of OB(V, y).

The following lemma proves that the condition q 1 is essential in Theorem
(6.1):

(6.5) LEMMA. For CAT DIFF or PL and k ^3, one has ICAT(L52xS2k)
{0}

Proof. (One uses the results and notations of the proof of (6.1)). It suffices to
show that E°(L52) — {0}. This can be done by using the Milnor's spécial torsion
A(L5f2) (t-l)(t2-l)eQCp. The only possible non-zero élément of E°(L5j2)
would occur as r(g) for the self-homotopy équivalence g of L52 characterized by
a(g) 2. But one checks that g*(4(L5,2)) -t4 A(L5t2), which implies that r(g) 0

by [Mi 2, Lemma 12.5].
The situation of Lemma (6.5) gives rise to an interesting phenomenon:

(6.6) THEOREM. Let p l (mod4) and q such that ICAT(Lp,qxS2k)
{0}(fc 5=3). Then, there exists a manifold N which is h-cohordant to LPQ x S2k such

Proof. Again, one uses throughout this proof the results and the notations of
the proof of (6.1). The non-zero torsion of E°(Lpl) is realized by the self-

homotopy équivalence g of Lpl characterized by a(g) b, for b a square root of
-1 in Z/pZ. Thus, the homomorphism g* induced on Wh(Lpj) is différent from
the identity. Chose aeWh(LM) Wh(LP)1) such that gi\a)^a.

On the other hand, the self-homotopy équivalence / of Lp q characterized by

a(f) b, although satisfying /* g*, is simple, since E°(Lp>q) IcatC^ x S2k))= 0.

By [Co, 20.7 and 8.5], there exists a finite complex X obtained by attaching
2 and 3 cells to Lp q

such that the inclusion i : Lpq ci X is a homotopy équivalence
satisfying t°(ï) o\ Let r:X-^Lpq be a homotopy inverse to i. Then i°f°r is a

self-homotopy équivalence of X. As t°(/) 0, one has:

t°(î o /o r) T°(r) + rïVïHAO) -rï ^HA

Now let Vx be a regular neighborhood of X embedded in U2k+2. Then Vx is

an enlargement of LPMxD2k-\ Thus Lp,q xS2k =SOB(Lp,q xD2k~\id) is h-
cobordant to SOB(Vx,id) by Theorem (3.1), and ICAT(SOB(VX, id) J°
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